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The GEARSPUR program calculates gear data from user entered information, and creates an output file with the variables
needed for a drawing program, such as Drawgear™. GEARSPUR Input: The user can enter information by using the keyboard
or the MENU command. The commands and user entry options are summarized as follows: TOOTH & OLD.D is the total
number of teeth in the gear. This is also the number of teeth between ‘n’ positions. TOOTH & D is the outside diameter of the
gear. This is also the diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. PITCH & OLD.D is the number of teeth on
the peripheral side of the gear. This is also the pitch diameter. PITCH & D is the outside diameter of the gear. This is also the
diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. PITCH & P is the pitch of the peripheral teeth. PITCH & P is the
number of teeth on the peripheral side of the gear. This is also the pitch diameter. PITCH & D is the outside diameter of the
gear. This is also the diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. SAMPLE TOOTH & OLD.D is a number of
sample teeth. It is optional to enter this, as the program will create random teeth from the end of the file. SAMPLE TOOTH &
D is the outside diameter of the gear. This is also the diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. SAMPLE
TOOTH & P is the pitch of the sample teeth. SAMPLE TOOTH & P is the number of sample teeth. SAMPLE TOOTH & D is
the outside diameter of the gear. This is also the diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. SAMPLE TOOTH
& P is the pitch of the sample teeth. SAMPLE TOOTH & P is the number of sample teeth. SAMPLE TOOTH & OLD.D is the
total number of teeth in the gear. This is also the number of teeth between ‘n’ positions. SAMPLE TOOTH & D is the outside
diameter of the gear. This is also the diameter of the circular gear section that is being calculated. The output files will vary with
the selection of data options and can be found in the directory: Tool/gearspur/user/ The gears that have been calculated
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There are two types of spur gears, outside and inside. The following parameters are Name: GEARSPUR Syntax: GEARSPUR
{INTERFACE} {WAIT} [{THREET] [{OUTSIDE DIA} [{OUTSIDE DI} [{INNER DI} [{TURBULENCE RATE}
[{SECONDARY ARCH} [{SECONDARY RATE} [{PRIMARY ARCH} [{PRIMARY RATE} [{CURVATURE RATE}
[{FRICTION RATE}] [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR} [{LUBE RATE}] [{SAE-TO-SWR} [{LUBE RATE-TO-SWR} [{SAE-
TO-LUBE RATE} [{LUBE RATE-TO-SAE} [{SAE-TO-LUBE RATE-TO-SAE}] [{THETA} [{THEARTHROW} [{SWR}]
[{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR} [{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR}
[{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR} [{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR}
[{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR} [{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR}
[{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR} [{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE} [{SWR}
[{CURVATURE RATE} [{DIA} [{DI} [{SAE 1d6a3396d6
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1. If you need a spur gear with large tooth loadings, you can also specify which gear to be formed, and 2. If you need some
special design, you can even specify the critical dimensions, such as the chord length of each tooth, the diameter of the space on
the cylinder or disk between two teeth. And 3. GEARSPUR is a stand-alone command-line based calculator and it only takes
about 2 seconds to run for a set of data and the result is also stored in the format of FITS files. Type "GEARSPUR -h" for more
information. GEARSPUR Command Line Options: -t: Number of teeth. -s: Number of teeth on a spline or outside diameter. -p:
Number of teeth per inch. -d: Outside diameter of gear in inch. -g: Number of teeth on a spline or pitch diameter. -p: Number
of teeth per inch. -d: Pitch diameter of gear in inch. -i: Indicates that a gear is not one single cylinder or disk. Indicates that the
size is cylinder or disk plus gear support structure. -b: Outer gear is bar or bushing. Indicates that the size is cylinder or disk plus
gear support structure. -n: Indicates that the distance from the plane containing the outside gear and the plane containing the
spurs is negative. Indicates that the resulting plane intersects the plane containing the outside gear and the plane containing the
spurs. -h: This help information. About GearSPUR Project: 1. GEARSPUR is a standalone command-line based gear calculator.
GEARSPUR can be used in various industrial fields such as tool & die design, mechanical assembly design, and so on. It is a
widely used tool in machining part and tool manufacturer. It is an easy and powerful tool to be used for part design or tool
design. 2. GEARSPUR comes with an extensive range of standard gear solutions, and it is very easy to use it. There is no need
for you to learn another program to do similar kind of things. GEARSPUR is very simple and easy to use. 3. GEARSPUR has
been under continuous development since 1995. In 1999, the first version was released. Now, GEARSPUR is currently under an
active development and a lot of efforts are made to provide better functionality. More than

What's New In GEARSPUR?

GEARSPUR allows the user to select any two numbers from a menu and will ask for the other two. The “GearFit” icon tells the
user that GEARSPUR will do the calculations and return the best fit gear. Configuration: The command line configuration is
quite simple. In most cases, GEARSPUR will ask for just a couple numbers. The user will then enter any 2 numbers and then
the program will ask for any two numbers. After the first set of numbers have been entered, and any required data (numbers of
teeth, pitch, pitch diameter, gear diameter, and outside diameter) have been entered, the GEARSPUR program will calculate all
the necessary data. This is followed by the best fit and the number of degrees. To run GEARSPUR, from the command line,
you will enter the following: Your command line should look something like: gearspur.exe 1.5 10.0 2.0 3.0 10.0 (note: the “1.5”
is the tooth count for the first gear, the “10.0” is the pitch diameter, the “2.0” is the pitch diameter for the second gear, etc)
Running GEARSPUR for the first time will ask you to select any two of the numbers. The “GearFit” icon will tell the user that
the tool will do the calculations and return the best fit gear. After a number of run, the program will ask for any two numbers
and calculate all the data for you. Starting the program again will ask for any two numbers and calculate all the data for you.
Running GEARSPUR will do the following: The GearFit icon will tell the user that GEARSPUR will do the calculations and
return the best fit gear. The color blue icon will tell the user that the gear is within acceptable tolerances. An error icon will tell
the user that GEARSPUR was unable to calculate the gear. The program will return a message. About Gear Spur: GEARSPUR
is a command line based tool that will ask you to enter any two of number of teeth, outside diameter, pitch, or pitch diameter
and will calculate all the other relevant data for a spur gear. Spur gears are formed of a cylinder or disk, and with the teeth
projecting radially, and the edge of each tooth thus is straight and aligned parallel to the axis of rotation, although they are not
straight-sided in form. Gear Spur Configuration: The command line configuration is quite simple. In most cases, GEARSPUR
will ask for just a couple numbers. The user will then enter any 2 numbers and then the program will ask for any two numbers.
After the first set
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